Personalized solutions
lead to personalized
results

Once every 10 or so years, the equity markets experience a significant downturn. While
recoveries vary, the market always seems to find a way to make its way back and the pain of
downturns is soon a distant memory. For most people with long time horizons, their balances
have time to recover. But for individuals nearing retirement, the risk of losing a significant portion
of their balance is devastating. The personalized approach of managed accounts can help solve
for this problem before it even happens.

Most plan sponsors use target date funds as their plans’ defaults. While target date funds are
designed with a level of de-risking over time, the simplicity is put to the test during trying times
as relatively high equity allocations erode balances. The personalized approach used with
managed accounts can help individuals from being blindsided by these events. Since
managed accounts consider individual circumstances, the market experience is tailored for
each person’s situation and diligent savers can realize the savings efforts they made
throughout their careers with a smoother path to sufficient retirement income.

The limitations of target date funds
Target date funds are the dominant savings vehicle for retirement investors, particularly within
employer sponsored defined contribution plans, gathering $1.8 trillion in assets as of the
middle of 2019.1 During less volatile times, investors tend to look at trailing performance and
feel regret if their funds’ performance lags other available solutions in the marketplace. The
pressure to stay competitive has led some target date providers to increase their equity
exposure, particularly for investors approaching retirement.
It isn’t until stressed times that these solutions are brought under the microscope and the
importance of diversification and appropriate risk levels are surfaced as investors start to see
significant drops in their balances. Just look at some media headlines throughout different time
periods of market volatility.
•

Target-date funds missed the target in 2008 (Marketwatch, February 4, 2009)

•

Target funds miss the mark (Fortune Magazine, April 27, 2009)

•

Market plunge tests performance of target-date funds (Investment News, March 6, 2020)

•

Target-date funds are failing those on the cusp of retirement (Marketwatch, April 14, 2020)

However, a few years after a downturn, people tend to forget the importance of diversification
and the pain of losses. In these articles, the media trashes the very same funds that they and
the rating firms had been praising. In fact, three of the five worst performing 2020 target date
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https://www.plansponsor.com/research/2019-target-date-fund-buyers-guide/2/. Data as of June 30, 2019, report as of September 18, 2019
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funds (during the first quarter of 2020) had their series rated “Silver” in the Morningstar 2019
Target Date Fund Landscape Report.2
During the first quarter of 2020, target date funds designed for participants in their final year of
work (i.e., 2020 funds) had returns that ranged from -14.2% to -2.7% and those five years from
retirement (i.e., 2025 funds) returned from -3.92% to -16.32%.3 To put that in perspective,
participants in their final year of work could have taken a 14% salary cut for the rest of their
lives. For some participants, particularly those who had saved less than adequate levels over
their careers, they needed to take those risks. Their 14% drop in income is also less relevant
because they were behind on their retirement savings objectives and will likely need to
continue working, perhaps participating in a future positive market scenario. For participants
who have been diligently saving throughout their working years with the objective of retiring at
the end of 2020, these results are devastating. The savings behaviors of their coworkers may
have forced their employers to select more aggressive target date series and the fruits of their
savings labor were not realized.
And therein lies the number one issue of target date funds – employers are forced to solve a
problem for one cohort of their participant base at the detriment of another.
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The issue cuts both ways. Employers who are looking to protect diligent savers sacrifice low
savers by not providing enough growth to overcome insufficient savings. Those looking to help
low savers are negatively affecting diligent savers by providing an allocation that is too
aggressive to withstand during down market periods. It is a true conundrum for advisors,
consultants and plan sponsors.

What participant base are you trying to solve for?
SOLVING FOR THESE PARTICIPANTS. . .

PUNISHES THESE PARTICIPANTS. . .

“Behind” participants
by giving them higher equity allocations

“On track” participants
that suffer from aggressive allocations
during a downturn near their retirement
dates

“On track” participants
by helping to protect them with lower
equity allocations

“Behind” participants
by not providing enough equity exposures
to overcome insufficient savings

If given the opportunity, most plan sponsors would likely agree that it would be better for their
entire participant base if they could put the diligent savers in the target date fund that just lost
2.7% but perhaps gave up potential upside over the years. Plan sponsors could then put the
low savers in the fund that just lost 14% but participated in the most recent bull market. Even
better would be to put the low savers in the high-risk funds and then move them to the low-risk
funds if the market movements can help put them in a better situation.
If this type of solution sounds attractive, it is exactly what managed accounts and particularly
Russell Investments’ Personalized Retirement Accounts (PRA) seek to do. PRA automatically
pulls data for each participant and applies a personalized allocation to their portfolios based on
their situation. Low savers receive a higher risk allocation (within reason) and diligent savers
receive a smoother (i.e., less aggressive) path to retirement. Allocations are adjusted
periodically as the markets and participant’s situations change.
Let’s look at the most recent market period (i.e., the one ending March 31, 2020). As
discussed previously, we know that target date funds delivered undesirable results for
participants at or near retirement, the critical years approaching retirement, but we were
2

The Morningstar Analyst Rating for funds is the summary expression of the forward-looking analysis of a fund. Morningstar Analyst Ratings are
assigned globally on a five-tier scale running from Gold to Negative. The top three ratings, Gold, Silver and Bronze, all indicate that the analysts think
highly of a fund; the difference between them corresponds to differences in the level of analyst conviction in a fund’s ability to outperform its
benchmark and peers through time, within the context of the level of risk taken.
3
Source: Morningstar
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looking at it through the wrong lens. Let’s look at performance as the ability for participants to
replace their paycheck in retirement, after all, that is the goal of a DC plan. The difference
between performance and the projected ability to replace a paycheck is the impact of future
savings. Participants who just entered the workforce are not impacted by a downturn because
they don’t have any money to lose and their future savings will immediately make up for the
loss. Those in the final year don’t have a chance to make up for the loss with savings because
they are at the end of their savings career. People in the middle fall in-between. In Exhibit 1,
we explore some specific examples focused on some sample of those aged 50 to 65 years.

Exhibit 1:
STARTING
PROJECTED % OF
FINAL PAY

PRA Q1 2020
PROJECTED % OF
FINAL PAY

AVERAGE TDF Q1
2020 PROJECTED
% OF FINAL PAY

DIFFERENCE

Behind participant

80%

72%

71%

+1.4

On-track participant

100%

93%

89%

+4.5%

Ahead participant

120%

106%

113%

-6.2%

Behind participant

80%

69%

70%

-1.4%

On-track participant

100%

94%

89%

+5.6%

Ahead participant

120%

106%

111%

-4.5%

Behind participant

80%

71%

70%

+1.4%

On-track participant

100%

96%

89%

+7.9%

Ahead participant

120%

106%

109%

-2.8%

Behind participant

80%

74%

72%

+2.8%

On-track participant

100%

99%

90%

+10.0%

Ahead participant

120%

107%

109%

-1.8%

50 year old

55 year old

60 year old

64 year old

Source: Russell Investments, see Appendix for further information

The comparison above demonstrates the expected income replacement difference from PRA
versus the industry’s average target date funds for participants who are at different ages and in
different situations. We ran this analysis through thousands of scenarios and have organized
the expected outcomes of four sample age cohorts, 50 year olds, 55 year olds, 60 year olds
and 64 year olds according to the sample participants’ situations: Behind, On-Track or Ahead
of their goals. We compared their projected income based on an assumed balance at the
beginning of 2020 to their projected income based on an assumed balance after the
hypothetical impact of first quarter returns. We summarized the results in Exhibit 1, focusing on
the market scenario where 70% of scenarios were better (i.e., 30th percentile).
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•
Behind participants: As previously stated, PRA provides more allocation to growth
or risky assets for those whose behind-track status is a common condition for DC savers. This
allocation policy provides higher projected retirement income levels for this group than an
alternative investment in target date funds in three of the four age cohorts. The results for the
64 year old who is in the final year of work and has little time to recover had noteworthy results
of +2.7% versus the average return in target date funds.
•
On-track participants: For participants who are on-track, PRA’s conservative
allocation has produced the intended outcomes. In all cohorts, these participants experienced
lower volatility in their projected retirement income level. Again, of note is the 10% more in
projected income for the 64 year old.
•
Ahead participants: PRA provides a higher allocation to growth assets for these
participants. Ahead participants have the capacity to bear additional risk as they have reached
their primary goal of meeting an appropriate retirement income level and can pursue a
secondary objective of increasing wealth. Given the drawdown in the market, participants in
this cohort had relatively lower income projected in retirement but their primary goal of meeting
their income objectives remained intact. These participants would be re-evaluated into a more
conservative allocation that would prevent them from falling behind.

Let’s look at
performance as
the ability for
participants to
replace their
paycheck in
retirement, after
all, that is the
goal of a DC
plan.

Conclusion
Negative market environments highlight the importance of personalized solutions. Plan
sponsors should explore if an individually customized approach is more appropriate than a
simple age-based solution. Doing so gives plan sponsors and advisors the ability to move the
focus away from distracting short term market returns and truly focus on outcomes for their
participant base. The most important decision for plan sponsors is not to select the “best
performing” solution for their plan but one that aligns with their philosophy and objectives while
solving for the wide breadth of participant circumstances4.

Appendix
Additional information for Exhibit 1:
30 percentile result is displayed.
The table is showing a projected income replacement rate of different hypothetical participants. The
distinguishing factor between the three hypothetical participants is their account balance at each age.
The “Behind” participant has a low account balance, the “On-track” participant has a moderate account
balance and the “Ahead” participant has a high account balance. All other attributes of the hypothetical
individuals are identical. The goal for these hypothetical participants is 100%, therefore a result of 100%
means the participants are meeting their retirement income goals exactly. In this analysis, we ran
approximately 2,000 market scenarios using Russell Investments capital market assumptions as of
12/31/2019 and included the following asset classes: U.S. Large Cap Equity, U.S. Small Cap Equity,
Non-U.S. Developed Equity, Global Equity, Emerging Markets Equity, Global REITs, Commodities,
Listed Infrastructure, High Yield Bonds, U.S. Aggregate Bonds, U.S. TIPS and U.S. Short-Term Bonds.
The final account balances were translated into an annual spending amount based on our proprietary
annuity pricing model. In this table we are showing the results for the 30th percentile. The PRA column
shows the hypothetical projected results if the hypothetical participants are invested using the PRA
methodology. The average target date fund uses the average target date glide path based on most
recent public filings of all target date mutual fund series as of 12/31/2019. The returns for the first
quarter of 2020 based on the allocation between stocks (MSCI ACWI Index) and bonds (Bloomberg
Aggregate Index) based on PRAs Methodology. The first quarter 2020 returns are the actual average
category returns for target date funds according to Morningstar Direct.

See “Looking through a different lens, evaluating managed accounts” (date) or blog: Evaluating managed account performance
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Assumptions for Exhibit 1:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Balance at age 50 -- Behind participant: $240,000; on-track participant: $380,000; ahead participant: $550,000
Balance at age 55 -- Behind participant: $360,000; on-track participant: $520,000; ahead participant: $700,000
Balance at age 60 -- Behind participant: $510,000; on-track participant: $680,000; ahead participant: $860,000
Balance at age 55 -- Behind participant: $660,000; on-track participant: $830,000; ahead participant: $1,010,000
Salary -- $100,000 at age 50; $98,000 at age 55; $94,000 at age 60; $90,000 at age 64 decreasing per year until age 65 at
which point it reaches $90,000
Savings rate – 13.9% at age 50; 14.7% at age 55; 15.4% at age 60; 16.0% at age 64
Gender -- Male

Author:
Kevin Knowles, CFA, Senior Director, Defined Contribution Business Development, Investment Solutions, Russell Investments

Important information
Personalized Retirement Accounts are a product of Russell Investments Capital, LLC (“RICap”). The implementation of Personalized
Retirement Accounts in investors’ portfolios and related investment advice are provided through investment advisers and other financial
intermediaries that are independent of RICap and its affiliates. The advice provided by RICap in Personalized Retirement Planner is based
on asset-class level assumptions only. Personalized Retirement Accounts utilize processes and components of Russell Investments’ U.S.
patent number 8,671,045, entitled “Method and System for Implementing an Adaptive Investing Methodology.”
A Personalized Retirement Account will review a participant’s asset allocation on a quarterly basis and automatically shift the participant’s portfolio
based on the participant’s current age, gender, account balance, savings rate and salary and Russell Investments’ capital markets assumptions.
Based on the Personalized Retirement Account methodology, the asset allocation may become more conservative by increasing its exposure to fixed
income or more aggressive by increasing its exposure to asset classes that have historically had higher risks (e.g. stocks).
Personalized Retirement Accounts are based on a quantitative model (the “model”). There can be no assurance that the model will enable the
Personalized Retirement Planner to achieve its objective. Models may be flawed or not work as anticipated.
There is no guarantee that the projections produced by the Personalized Retirement Planner will be achieved. Investing in a Personalized Retirement
Account involves risk; principal loss is possible. The principal value of the account is not guaranteed at any time.
Advice provided by the online Personalized Retirement Planner tool is complimentary, however, the participant will be charged a fee if they decide
to invest in a Personalized Retirement Account. Investments in a Personalized Retirement Account are not guaranteed.
Nothing contained in this material is intended to constitute legal, tax, securities or investment advice, nor an opinion regarding the appropriateness of
any investment, nor a solicitation of any type. The general information contained in this publication should not be acted upon without obtaining specific
legal, tax and investment advice from a licensed professional.
Please remember that all investments carry some level of risk, including the potential loss of principal invested. Although steps can be taken to help
reduce risk, it cannot be completely removed. Investments typically do not grow at an even rate of return and may experience negative growth. As with
any type of portfolio structuring, attempting to reduce risk and increase return could, at certain times, unintentionally reduce returns.
These views are subject to change at any time based upon market or other conditions and are current as of the date at the beginning of the document.
Russell Investments’ ownership is composed of a majority stake held by funds managed by TA Associates with minority stakes held by funds
managed by Reverence Capital Partners and Russell Investments’ management.
Frank Russell Company is the owner of the Russell trademarks contained in this material and all trademark rights related to the Russell trademarks,
which the members of the Russell Investments group of companies are permitted to use under license from Frank Russell Company. The members of
the Russell Investments group of companies are not affiliated in any manner with Frank Russell Company or any entity operating under the “FTSE
RUSSELL” brand.
Copyright © 2020 Russell Investments Group, LLC. All rights reserved. This material is proprietary and may not be reproduced, transferred, or
distributed in any form without prior written permission from Russell Investments. It is delivered on an "as is" basis without warranty.
First used: June 2020
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